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INQUIRY INTO HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE 1922 TO 1995 
  

WITNESS STATEMENT 
 

 
 
I, SIS Officer A, will say as follows: 
 

1. I have been employed by the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) since August 1989 in a range of 
roles in the UK and overseas. I became a Deputy Director in 2012 and, since October 2015, 
have been Deputy Director responsible for compliance and disclosure matters. It is the 
longstanding policy of SIS that the identities of its officers, other than the Chief of the 
Service, are not publicly disclosed, for operational reasons and in order to ensure the safety 
of them and their families. 
 

2. In my current role, I oversee the compliance of SIS operations with the law and other 
relevant guidance and directives. This role includes overseeing the Service’s response to 
legal cases and disclosure requests related to a range of issues, including legacy matters in 
Northern Ireland. In this capacity, I provide assurance to C, the Service’s Accounting Officer, 
that we are effectively meeting our legal obligations.  

 
3. The Secret Intelligence Service, often referred to as MI6, was established in 1909 as the 

Foreign Section of the Secret Service Bureau. Until 1994, SIS did not have a statutory basis 
and its existence was not publicly confirmed. In 1992, SIS was formally avowed in 1992 and 
was put on a statutory basis with the Intelligence Services Act 1994. 
 

4. The role of SIS, as set out in the Intelligence Services Act 1994, is to provide Her Majesty's 
Government with a global covert capability that facilitates the collection of secret 
intelligence and mount operations overseas to promote and defend the national security 
and economic wellbeing of the United Kingdom, and to prevent and detect serious crime.  
 

5. Following the increase in the threat of Republican terrorism in early 1972, the Irish Joint 
Section (IJS) was established in response to a request for more information from the 
province by the Permanent Secretary in the newly established Northern Ireland Office (NIO), 
Sir William Nield. The IJS was established by the Security Service (MI5) and SIS, with jointly 
staffed offices in Belfast and London. 
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would pay half the purchase price[to GARLAND] which he never did7”. GARLAND later took 
McGRATH to Court in February 1972 to recoup the £1280.408. 

6 Analysis of GARLAND’s accusations against William McGRATH9  
The table below shows that from the early 1970s and following an acrimonious dispute over a £1200 
loan, Roy GARLAND made a number of allegations against William McGRATH to numerous 
individuals/ organisations.  These include individuals within the RUC, British Army, Social Services, 
Orange Order and a number of religious bodies.   In the five year period between 1971 and 1976, 
GARLAND made repeated attempts to expose McGRATH’s homosexuality and his exploitation of 
others.  GARLAND’s ‘campaign’ against McGRATH appears to have ceased in 1976. 

The most detailed accounts of GARLAND’s accusations against McGRATH were made to James 
McCORMICK and D/Con James CULLEN.  There are indications that Roy GARLAND told close family 
members, including his father and wife, of his accusations against McGRATH.  The main allegations 
levelled against McGRATH by GARLAND were: 

• McGRATH was a homosexual 
• He had indecently assaulted GARLAND 
• He was involved in a homosexual/ vice ring 
• He had abused other boys he had met through religious or political circles, as well as lodgers 

to the McGRATH family home 
• He was employed in a Boys’ Home [Kincora] 
• GARLAND also alleged that McGRATH may have sexually abused women. 

Whilst many individuals confirm that GARLAND had told them of McGRATH’s employment at 
Kincora, there is only one reference to him abusing Kincora boys in the table below (see anonymous 
call to Social Services, January 1974).  GARLAND told a number of people of his allegations against 
McGRATH; the key individuals are listed in the table below. 

Individual Date Details of GARLAND’s accusations re: 
McGRATH 

GARLAND’s motivation 
for exposing McGRATH 

Jim McCORMICK10 
 
 
 

c. 1972 • McGRATH had made a homosexual 
approach to GARLAND in the 1960s 

• McGRATH was employed in Kincora 
• McGRATH used him [GARLAND] as a 

‘facilitator’ in arranging for boys to be 
brought to McGRATH for treatment for 
emotional blocks 

• McGRATH’s method of treating the boys 
involved inducing them into homosexual 
acts [with McGRATH] 

• GARLAND claimed he had brought 20 boys 
to McGRATH in the 1960s 

• McGRATH used similar techniques to abuse 
women11  

GARLAND had sued 
McGRATH for over 
£2000. 

7 See Exhibit DBE16, part of C64/2/80 
8 The Gazette 21/2/72 published a record showing McGRATH was required to pay off a debt of £1280.40 to GARLAND 
9 Statements of D/S ELLIOTT, 29/07/1980; WR GARLAND, 30/03/1982 and D/Supt CASKEY, 23/04/1982 
10 Statements of J McCORMICK, 30/04/1980 and 10/03/1982 
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1     intelligence point of view, and whilst MI5 fulfilled

2     some of the more junior roles, there was more

3     representation from SIS in those early days.

4         The Joint Section was slightly different.  It was

5     set up in 1972, run from London, and the Joint Section's

6     role was to provide intelligence to the DCI and other

7     (inaudible) parts of the agencies that might help

8     illuminate the security situation as it was developing

9     in Northern Ireland at that time, bearing in mind that

10     the Province was politically very unstable and there

11     were an awful lot of worries that the situation might

12     get out of control or it might even approach civil war.

13 Q.  And as we will see, 9004, when we come to look at the

14     1982 interaction between the Service and the RUC, the

15     Irish Joint Section was not nec... -- it was doing its

16     own thing and not necessarily would other organisations

17     have been aware of that fact, and therefore when matters

18     touching on someone that you were running came to the

19     attention of the RUC, then that raised these difficult

20     issues which we are going to look at about how those

21     situations are managed --

22 A.  Yes.

23 Q.  -- to ensure that a police investigation can be

24     conducted and at the same time the issues that are of

25     importance to the Service are tried or attempted to be
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1     managed.

2 A.  It might be worth me adding that our focus was very much

3     on the strategic and the sort of political at the top

4     end of the paramilitary spectrum.  The police were

5     heavily engaged at the time in the insurgency that the

6     Provisional IRA and the Loyalist paramilitaries groups

7     were mounting.  Our focus was much less tactical than

8     that.  It was much more strategic, and some of the

9     agents that we were running at the time were providing

10     effectively political intelligence that was not directly

11     relevant to counter-terrorist policing work.

12 Q.  Now one of the difficult issues that arise between

13     services such as yours and public inquiries, amongst

14     others, is the NCND principle, "neither confirm nor

15     deny".  I want to just allow you to explain the

16     importance of that to the Security Service in the same

17     way as the Secret Intelligence Service explained it

18     yesterday.  For the benefit of the Panel can you just in

19     your own words explain the rationale behind that

20     principle and why, including in today's world, it

21     remains something of critical importance to what you are

22     doing?

23 A.  Certainly.  It's been a long-standing Government policy

24     to adopt that principle where it might concern Northern

25     Ireland.  In a number of different circumstances if you
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1     that he just wasn't all that important to us at the

2     time.  Even once we had identified him, he was the --

3     one of the leaders of a potential threat... -- a

4     potentially threatening organisation, Tara, but we -- it

5     wasn't as if we were doing a lot of intelligence work

6     around him.  You know, we -- we were noting things that

7     were sent to us, but we didn't get active in tasking

8     other sources against Tara until later on as far as

9     I can see.

10 Q.  It will become apparent -- perhaps of more significance

11     for the Panel, 9004, than you necessarily in terms of

12     what I am about to say -- but it will become apparent

13     that the timing of the letter we are talking about,

14     22nd March 1975, when that information is coming

15     through, it's around about that period when a different

16     train is travelling, which is Brian Gemmell and his

17     engagement with a number of individuals, including Roy

18     Garland, which leads to the interaction with Ian

19     Cameron, or, in fact, the interaction appears to have

20     occurred before the interaction with Roy Garland, and we

21     will look at that, but it is happening around the same

22     time as this separate piece of information is coming

23     from a different source it appears or a different

24     avenue, but ultimately leads back to the same place at

25     its origin.
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1     Inquiry.  Isn't that correct?

2 A.  That's correct.

3 Q.  In unredacted form in every instance?

4 A.  Absolutely, and the Inquiry has been able to check the

5     redactions that we made to ensure that we're not

6     redacting something that you might consider to be

7     absolutely germane.

8 Q.  Yes.  Now although we have looked at what may appear,

9     because we are focusing completely on Kincora and

10     McGrath and anything related to those two matters, that

11     there are quite a lot of documents, but if one stands

12     back from the documents we have looked at today, those

13     which the Inquiry considers relevant from your Service,

14     it is the position, is it not, that they are a very

15     small proportion of a very much greater volume of

16     material that relates to the activities of all sorts of

17     groups and individuals in Northern Ireland during the

18     time we are looking at?

19 A.  That's absolutely true.  As I indicated earlier, our

20     focus on McGrath and Tara, whilst there, was not that

21     great.  Tara was a potential threat, not an actual

22     threat at most stages, and McGrath was a relatively

23     peripheral figure to us.

24 Q.  Yes.  Just before I ask you to elaborate on him being

25     a relatively peripheral figure, although you did not
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11. In April 1976, Robert Fisk published an article mentioning Tara in the New
Statesman.  Fisk claimed that an account of Tara’s activity had been “collated by an 
intelligence officer at Lisburn”.  MI5 ASP Ian Cameron wrote to other MI5 officers 
about the Tara component of the article which he believed was almost certainly a 
draft on Tara held in the Army Information Service (AIS) records at HQNI.  (See 
Figure 6:  MI5 ASP Letter, 22 April 1976.) 
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1     significance that ought to feed back to the DCI, who was

2     advising the Secretary of State, then he would be

3     channelling that.  So in his role he would be

4     disseminating to the brigades what he felt the brigades

5     needed to know, but also moving over to the ASP anything

6     of a more political nature that he felt he needed to

7     know.

8         Is that -- does that help the point you are making

9     that it's a --

10 A.  Yes.

11 Q.  -- there's an assistance to intelligence generally, but

12     there's an eye on the political ...

13 A.  I think, going back to the reasons why the Director and

14     Coordinator of Intelligence post was created in the NIO,

15     it was to provide political intelligence to the

16     Secretary of State in order to help the Government

17     manage the Northern Irish crisis, and so anything that

18     was of relevance on the politics or the -- even the

19     strategic paramilitary intent would have been passed and

20     channelled through the ASP office if it came from the

21     Army.

22         There was also another role.  I am sure the ASPs of

23     the day would have been very keen to provide advice to

24     Army agent runners when their casework started to take

25     them into the quite grey, murky area between Protestant
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1     paramilitarism and the Protestant politics of the day.

2 Q.  If we can put on the screen, please, 4061, the area

3     where we try and deal with Brian Gemmell as Captain

4     Brian Gemmell working in 39 Brigade in intelligence in

5     1975, and the Panel have -- we will be looking at this

6     again, but the Panel have looked at this, involving Jim

7     McCormick, who was friendly with Brian Gemmell.  That

8     led on to the communication with Roy Garland, and then

9     we have Brian Gemmell's communications with Ian Cameron.

10     The -- you explain in paragraphs 45 to 48 of your

11     statement that there appears to be conflation that has

12     subsequently occurred in respect of Brian Gemmell over

13     two separate individuals with whom he was involved at

14     around the same time that we are talking about in the

15     middle or pre-middle and middle of 1975.

16         Now, as you know, he would say, as he said to the

17     police and then in a more augmented form to the media

18     subsequently, that he was told brusquely not to

19     interview Roy Garland and then the decision was

20     subsequently reversed and he was permitted to interview

21     Roy Garland, but to stay away from matters of

22     homosexuality and then subsequently he would say

23     Kincora.

24         In fairness to him, his view at least as far as the

25     sequence of events as opposed to what was being
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dated 11 February 1977. There are no records to indicate that SIS was aware of McGrath's 
involvement in child sex abuse at Kincora prior to his conviction in 1981.  

 
19. On 19 October 1976, an SIS officer based in London wrote a letter to MI5 on the subject of 

William McGrath attaching a copy of a letter originating from HQ 3 Infantry Brigade based in 
Lurgan (Article 1). In his letter, the SIS officer does not state how the document was 
acquired by SIS other than to say that it was obtained unofficially. MI5 was asked to ensure 
that no action is taken without reference to SIS.  
 

 
Article 1 

 
20. The 4 page MoD letter that was enclosed is dated 28 January 1976 and also includes two 

newspaper articles published in the Belfast Telegraph and the Hibernia in October 1975 
(Exhibit 1). The title of the letter is "EXTREMIST PROTESTANTS SECRET ORGANISATION - 
TARA" and contains sections on William McGrath, Tara, Ireland's Heritage LOL 1303 and Ian 
Paisley.  

 
21. On the same day (19 October 1976), a UK-based SIS officer initiated a Minute (Article 2) for 

distribution within SIS Headquarters in London. The subject of the Minute is Tara and is a 
cover document for attached papers handed to SIS by Brian Gemmell on 15 October 1976. 
Gemmell is a former Captain in the Intelligence Corps who claims that he passed on 
information relating to William McGrath's involvement in sexual abuse at Kincora to 
Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland in the early 1970s.  
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Article 2 

 
22. The SIS officer comments that the papers attached to his Minute were obtained by Gemmell 

from his Army files and comprise a document entitled "Tara" – dated 14 October 1976 
(Exhibit 2); notes on an interview with Roy Garland, made by Gemmell and an unnamed 
Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO) following a "one off" meeting with Ian Cameron – undated 
(Exhibit 3); a media article entitled "The Paradox that is Tara" (Exhibit 4); and a copy of the 
Tara proclamation (Exhibit 5).  
 

23. Three months later, on 31 January 1977, an officer from a UK-based SIS team initiated a 
telegram addressed to Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland and copied to SIS London and 
MI5 (Article 3). The subject of the telegram was "William McGrath and Tara" and refers to 
various papers handed to SIS by Brian Gemmell in October 1976; in particular to the letter 
originating from HQ 3 Infantry Brigade, Lurgan dated 28 January 1976.  
 

24. In his telegram the SIS officer confirms that a copy of the letter had been shared with MI5 
who had asked if the source mentioned in the letter could be retasked for further 
information. The letter continues with the SIS officer saying that they had spoken to 
Gemmell who raised no objection to Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland discussing the 
letter with the Army.  
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----~--- ------

6. CONFIRMED THAT NO REPEAT NO MENTION WAS MADE OF 
DURING THE INTERVIEW WITH GEMMEL. 

7. COMMENTED THAT THROUGHOUT THE INTERVIEW GEMMEL HAD 
APPEARED RELAXED AND CO-OPERATIVE. HE MADE NO ATTEMPT TO 
WIDEN THE DISCUSSION BUT REMAINED CONTENT TO CONFINE HIS ANSWERS 
TO CASKEY 7 S QUESTIONS WHICH vJERE CENTRED ON GARLAND.AFTER THE INTERVFJ 
~SKE~ TOLD I~AI HIS NEXT STEP WAS TO TRACE AND INTERV!~~ 
lN CAMERON AND CPL (NOW SSGf ). CASKEY 

"g\jb TRtn-"'BEFORE DOING THIS HE PROPOSED DISCUSSING THE MATTER AT 
HQ RUC ( HAS CONFIRMED THAT HE SAW CASKEY WITH H/SB ON THE 
MORNING OF 19 JULY). HE ALSO WISHED TO FIND THE MISR PRODUCED FROM 
THE GARLAND INTERVIEW AND WHAT ACTION WAS TAKEN ON IT. 

8. GEMMEL'S INTERVIEW WITH MCCORMICK ON 25 MARCH 1975 (WHICH INCLUB 
AREQUEST FOR AUTHORITY TO APPROACH GARLAND) IS FILED ON 
W. RESPONDING TO T~IS REQUEST WROTE A NOTE 
FOR FILE RECORDING THAT GEMMEL AND WERE TOLD ON 4 APRIL 
1975~BY ASP AND THAT QUOTE IT WAS IN ORDER FOR GARLAND TO BE 
INTERVI£WED ON THE·~s1RI~T UNDZERSTANDING THAT THE OVERT AND CLEARLY 
EXPRESSED REASON WAS A REQUI BEMENT FOR INFORMATION ON TARA. IT WAS 

EMPHASISED THAT THE ARMY HAD NO INTEREST IN INVESTIGATION OF DEVIANT 
~XUAL ACTIVITIES OR RELIGIOUS ASPECTS OF THE GROUP WHICH WAS SOLELY 
~E FUNCTION OF A SPECIALIST SECTION OF THE RUC. THEREFORE THIS DIS
©SSION SHOULD BE STEERED AWAY FROM THIS TYPE OF ~SSUE. ANYTHING 

GARLAND MIGHT SAY ABOUT PERESONALITIES INVOLVING PARTICULARLY 
.•• 
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PAGE TWO 

. 
3. GEMMEL EXPLAINED THAT AS OC 123 INT SECT HQ 39 BDE HE HAD CARRE 
OUT NUMEROUS INTERVIEWS I~ 1975 WITH INDIVIDUALS WHO WERE MEMBERS 
OF VARIOUS LOYALIST GROUPS IN BELFAST. ONE ORGANISATION OF 
CONSIDERABLE INTEREST HAD BEEN TARA. HE HAD BEEN ACCOMPANIED ON A 
NUMBER OF OCCASIONS BY CPL INT CORPS WHO WAS A MEMBER 
OF HIS INT SECT. THROUGH HIS OWN QUOTE EVANGELICAL CONTACTS IN 
BELFAST UNQUOTE GEMMEL HAD INTERVIEWED TWO PROMINENT LOYALISTS: 
FIRST W J MCCORMICK AND THEN THROUGH HI~, ROY GARLA~D (NOTE BOTH 
OF THESE MEN HAVE RECENTLY GIVEN STATEMENTS TO CASKEY AND CONFIRMED 
THAT THESE INTERVIEWS TOOK PLACE.) GARLAND HAD TOLD GEMMEL THE 
FOLLOWING: 

A. THAT WILLIAM MCGRATH WAS AN EVIL MAN, A SEXUAL DEVIANT WHO 
UNDOUBTEDLY CORRUPTED THE BOYS IN HIS CARE. 

B. MCGRATH OWED GARLAND £2000. 

C. GARLAND HAD MARRIED IN APPROX 1974 AND HIS PREVIOUS HOMOSEXUAL 
EXPERIENCES AS A JUVtNILE WITH MCGRATH WERE CAUSING HIM EMBARRASSMENT 
GEMMEL COULD NOT ELABORATE ON THIS. 

4. GEMMEL SAID TH~t HE SAW GARLAND ON TWO OCCASIONS ALTHOUGH IT 
WAS POSSIBLE THAT CPL ~IGHT HAVE SEEN HIM ONCE MORE. 

5. FOLLOWI~G HIS INTERVIEW WITH GARLAND, GEMMEL HAD PRODUCED A 
FOUf PAGE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE SOURCE REPORT (MISR) WHICH HAD A 
RESTRICTED CIRCULATION OF 3 COPIES. HE WAS SURE THAT ONE COPY HAD 
GONE TO ASP ( I AN CAME RON). .- · · 
1'f; II ...... ,_, •• ••• _...,~f'IU . . . 
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WOULD BE OF INTEREST UNQUOTE. THE GARLAND TRAILS ENDS THERE. 
WE HAVE NO OTHER PAPERS ON HIM NOR DO WE (OR  KNOW WHERE THE 
Ml SR WAS FILED. THE ARMY ARE NOW ATT§MyPTING TO LOCATE THIS DOCUMENT 

~P\~f(.t. .. 
9o WE DISCUSSED THE PROPOSED SGT INTERVIEW WITH 
ACOS G2 ( ). ALTHOUGH IS AWARE OF THE CASE ACOS 
~LT THAT ESTS WOULD BE BEST SERVED BY NOT SPEAKING TO HIM 
PRIVATELY BEFOREHAND. HE ASSESSED CASKEY AND TO BE WELL 
AWARE OF OUR INTERESTS IN THIS MATTER AND THOUGHT IT BEST TO LET 
MATTERS TAKE THEIR COURSE. 

10. HSB HAS ASKED ADCI, DCI REP KNOCK AND TO DISCUSS THE 
STATE OF PLAY AT 1000 20 JULY. WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE TO 
ATTEND:~ ·,~·~, . 

WILL THEREFORE REPRESENT HIS INTERESTS. 
= 
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1     Major Saunders -- I want to show you 30173 -- when

2     tasked by the RUC on foot of Brian Gemmell's assertion

3     that he wrote a MISR, Major Saunders in his fourth

4     statement to the police Inquiry of 18th February 1983,

5     explains that he has searched for and cannot find a MISR

6     document relating to Roy Garland that was said to have

7     originated from Captain Gemmell.  So at least with the

8     MISR that does exist you can see that Brian Gemmell is

9     not wrong.  He did contribute to a MISR, just not of the

10     form that he describes.  At least no-one has ever been

11     able to find one of the form that he describes and, as

12     you know, Ian Cameron would tell his colleagues in the

13     Security Service, though not ultimately back to the RUC,

14     that he never destroyed any MISR and couldn't remember

15     receiving one about Roy Garland.

16 CHAIRMAN:  Well, the position is, as we understand it, that

17     over the years many, many efforts have been made to find

18     the MISR.

19 MR AIKEN:  Yes.

20 CHAIRMAN:  Not just in 1983, but indeed right up to the

21     present time.

22 MR AIKEN:  Yes.  When Mr Rucker was writing his report,

23     files that were available were looked into and no-one

24     found the MISR.  Obviously it was a fundamentally

25     important document for this Inquiry, that it asked the
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Article 2 

 
22. The SIS officer comments that the papers attached to his Minute were obtained by Gemmell 

from his Army files and comprise a document entitled "Tara" – dated 14 October 1976 
(Exhibit 2); notes on an interview with Roy Garland, made by Gemmell and an unnamed 
Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO) following a "one off" meeting with Ian Cameron – undated 
(Exhibit 3); a media article entitled "The Paradox that is Tara" (Exhibit 4); and a copy of the 
Tara proclamation (Exhibit 5).  
 

23. Three months later, on 31 January 1977, an officer from a UK-based SIS team initiated a 
telegram addressed to Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland and copied to SIS London and 
MI5 (Article 3). The subject of the telegram was "William McGrath and Tara" and refers to 
various papers handed to SIS by Brian Gemmell in October 1976; in particular to the letter 
originating from HQ 3 Infantry Brigade, Lurgan dated 28 January 1976.  
 

24. In his telegram the SIS officer confirms that a copy of the letter had been shared with MI5 
who had asked if the source mentioned in the letter could be retasked for further 
information. The letter continues with the SIS officer saying that they had spoken to 
Gemmell who raised no objection to Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland discussing the 
letter with the Army.  
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. 
3. GEMMEL EXPLAINED THAT AS OC 123 INT SECT HQ 39 BDE HE HAD CARRE 
OUT NUMEROUS INTERVIEWS I~ 1975 WITH INDIVIDUALS WHO WERE MEMBERS 
OF VARIOUS LOYALIST GROUPS IN BELFAST. ONE ORGANISATION OF 
CONSIDERABLE INTEREST HAD BEEN TARA. HE HAD BEEN ACCOMPANIED ON A 
NUMBER OF OCCASIONS BY CPL INT CORPS WHO WAS A MEMBER 
OF HIS INT SECT. THROUGH HIS OWN QUOTE EVANGELICAL CONTACTS IN 
BELFAST UNQUOTE GEMMEL HAD INTERVIEWED TWO PROMINENT LOYALISTS: 
FIRST W J MCCORMICK AND THEN THROUGH HI~, ROY GARLA~D (NOTE BOTH 
OF THESE MEN HAVE RECENTLY GIVEN STATEMENTS TO CASKEY AND CONFIRMED 
THAT THESE INTERVIEWS TOOK PLACE.) GARLAND HAD TOLD GEMMEL THE 
FOLLOWING: 

A. THAT WILLIAM MCGRATH WAS AN EVIL MAN, A SEXUAL DEVIANT WHO 
UNDOUBTEDLY CORRUPTED THE BOYS IN HIS CARE. 

B. MCGRATH OWED GARLAND £2000. 

C. GARLAND HAD MARRIED IN APPROX 1974 AND HIS PREVIOUS HOMOSEXUAL 
EXPERIENCES AS A JUVtNILE WITH MCGRATH WERE CAUSING HIM EMBARRASSMENT 
GEMMEL COULD NOT ELABORATE ON THIS. 

4. GEMMEL SAID TH~t HE SAW GARLAND ON TWO OCCASIONS ALTHOUGH IT 
WAS POSSIBLE THAT CPL ~IGHT HAVE SEEN HIM ONCE MORE. 

5. FOLLOWI~G HIS INTERVIEW WITH GARLAND, GEMMEL HAD PRODUCED A 
FOUf PAGE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE SOURCE REPORT (MISR) WHICH HAD A 
RESTRICTED CIRCULATION OF 3 COPIES. HE WAS SURE THAT ONE COPY HAD 
GONE TO ASP ( I AN CAME RON). .- · · 
1'f; II ...... ,_, •• ••• _...,~f'IU . . . 
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dated 11 February 1977. There are no records to indicate that SIS was aware of McGrath's 
involvement in child sex abuse at Kincora prior to his conviction in 1981.  

 
19. On 19 October 1976, an SIS officer based in London wrote a letter to MI5 on the subject of 

William McGrath attaching a copy of a letter originating from HQ 3 Infantry Brigade based in 
Lurgan (Article 1). In his letter, the SIS officer does not state how the document was 
acquired by SIS other than to say that it was obtained unofficially. MI5 was asked to ensure 
that no action is taken without reference to SIS.  
 

 
Article 1 

 
20. The 4 page MoD letter that was enclosed is dated 28 January 1976 and also includes two 

newspaper articles published in the Belfast Telegraph and the Hibernia in October 1975 
(Exhibit 1). The title of the letter is "EXTREMIST PROTESTANTS SECRET ORGANISATION - 
TARA" and contains sections on William McGrath, Tara, Ireland's Heritage LOL 1303 and Ian 
Paisley.  

 
21. On the same day (19 October 1976), a UK-based SIS officer initiated a Minute (Article 2) for 

distribution within SIS Headquarters in London. The subject of the Minute is Tara and is a 
cover document for attached papers handed to SIS by Brian Gemmell on 15 October 1976. 
Gemmell is a former Captain in the Intelligence Corps who claims that he passed on 
information relating to William McGrath's involvement in sexual abuse at Kincora to 
Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland in the early 1970s.  
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Correspondence to this address must be under double cover. The outer envelope should be addressed to 

The Secretary PO Box 500 London SW1 P 1XH and not to any individual.

PO Box 500 
London SW1P1XH

Telephone 01 -388 3232 ext. 

01 -491 4488 ext

10 April 1990

WALLACE - CALCUTT ENQUIRY

1. One point remains outstanding in relation to the
evidence produced to the Calcutt Enquiry. That is the 

that was not shown to WALLACE but was revealed 
to the Chairman of the CSAB enquiry. How is that
to be handled? It is still extremely sensitive and should 
not come to the knowledge of WALLACE or be otherwise 
publicised.

W P Cassell Esq
Head of General Staff Secretariat
Room 5137
MOD
Main Building
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----~--- ------

6. CONFIRMED THAT NO REPEAT NO MENTION WAS MADE OF 
DURING THE INTERVIEW WITH GEMMEL. 

7. COMMENTED THAT THROUGHOUT THE INTERVIEW GEMMEL HAD 
APPEARED RELAXED AND CO-OPERATIVE. HE MADE NO ATTEMPT TO 
WIDEN THE DISCUSSION BUT REMAINED CONTENT TO CONFINE HIS ANSWERS 
TO CASKEY 7 S QUESTIONS WHICH vJERE CENTRED ON GARLAND.AFTER THE INTERVFJ 
~SKE~ TOLD I~AI HIS NEXT STEP WAS TO TRACE AND INTERV!~~ 
lN CAMERON AND CPL (NOW SSGf ). CASKEY 

"g\jb TRtn-"'BEFORE DOING THIS HE PROPOSED DISCUSSING THE MATTER AT 
HQ RUC ( HAS CONFIRMED THAT HE SAW CASKEY WITH H/SB ON THE 
MORNING OF 19 JULY). HE ALSO WISHED TO FIND THE MISR PRODUCED FROM 
THE GARLAND INTERVIEW AND WHAT ACTION WAS TAKEN ON IT. 

8. GEMMEL'S INTERVIEW WITH MCCORMICK ON 25 MARCH 1975 (WHICH INCLUB 
AREQUEST FOR AUTHORITY TO APPROACH GARLAND) IS FILED ON 
W. RESPONDING TO T~IS REQUEST WROTE A NOTE 
FOR FILE RECORDING THAT GEMMEL AND WERE TOLD ON 4 APRIL 
1975~BY ASP AND THAT QUOTE IT WAS IN ORDER FOR GARLAND TO BE 
INTERVI£WED ON THE·~s1RI~T UNDZERSTANDING THAT THE OVERT AND CLEARLY 
EXPRESSED REASON WAS A REQUI BEMENT FOR INFORMATION ON TARA. IT WAS 

EMPHASISED THAT THE ARMY HAD NO INTEREST IN INVESTIGATION OF DEVIANT 
~XUAL ACTIVITIES OR RELIGIOUS ASPECTS OF THE GROUP WHICH WAS SOLELY 
~E FUNCTION OF A SPECIALIST SECTION OF THE RUC. THEREFORE THIS DIS
©SSION SHOULD BE STEERED AWAY FROM THIS TYPE OF ~SSUE. ANYTHING 

GARLAND MIGHT SAY ABOUT PERESONALITIES INVOLVING PARTICULARLY 
.•• 
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1     that you obviously have access to and on that file you

2     were able to find the documents that you referred to

3     paragraph 8?

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  And you explained, as you do in your statement, that you

6     don't at this remove have a recollection of the doing of

7     that, of the file, of the documents, but the point you

8     make to the Inquiry is the record that you created at

9     the time in 1982 will e been an accurate record of what

10     you found?

11 A.  That is correct.

12 Q.  And you explain that there is on the file an interview

13     with Jim McCormick on 25th March 1975, which included

14     a request for authority to approach Roy Garland.  That

15     was filed on a particular file that was a local file

16     and, as we were discussing, unfortunately the local file

17     appears to have been destroyed and the records you were

18     looking at that you refer to in this paragraph it seems

19     did not transfer across to London, or if they did, they

20     weren't put where they were supposed to be and the

21     result of that is that the file where they would have

22     been expected to be found, there is no record of them

23     ever having been on that file, and consequently nobody

24     is able to produce them.  So you are the last person

25     that we can identify who has at least seen these
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6. CONFIRMED THAT NO REPEAT NO MENTION WAS MADE OF 
DURING THE INTERVIEW WITH GEMMEL. 

7. COMMENTED THAT THROUGHOUT THE INTERVIEW GEMMEL HAD 
APPEARED RELAXED AND CO-OPERATIVE. HE MADE NO ATTEMPT TO 
WIDEN THE DISCUSSION BUT REMAINED CONTENT TO CONFINE HIS ANSWERS 
TO CASKEY 7 S QUESTIONS WHICH vJERE CENTRED ON GARLAND.AFTER THE INTERVFJ 
~SKE~ TOLD I~AI HIS NEXT STEP WAS TO TRACE AND INTERV!~~ 
lN CAMERON AND CPL (NOW SSGf ). CASKEY 

"g\jb TRtn-"'BEFORE DOING THIS HE PROPOSED DISCUSSING THE MATTER AT 
HQ RUC ( HAS CONFIRMED THAT HE SAW CASKEY WITH H/SB ON THE 
MORNING OF 19 JULY). HE ALSO WISHED TO FIND THE MISR PRODUCED FROM 
THE GARLAND INTERVIEW AND WHAT ACTION WAS TAKEN ON IT. 

8. GEMMEL'S INTERVIEW WITH MCCORMICK ON 25 MARCH 1975 (WHICH INCLUB 
AREQUEST FOR AUTHORITY TO APPROACH GARLAND) IS FILED ON 
W. RESPONDING TO T~IS REQUEST WROTE A NOTE 
FOR FILE RECORDING THAT GEMMEL AND WERE TOLD ON 4 APRIL 
1975~BY ASP AND THAT QUOTE IT WAS IN ORDER FOR GARLAND TO BE 
INTERVI£WED ON THE·~s1RI~T UNDZERSTANDING THAT THE OVERT AND CLEARLY 
EXPRESSED REASON WAS A REQUI BEMENT FOR INFORMATION ON TARA. IT WAS 

EMPHASISED THAT THE ARMY HAD NO INTEREST IN INVESTIGATION OF DEVIANT 
~XUAL ACTIVITIES OR RELIGIOUS ASPECTS OF THE GROUP WHICH WAS SOLELY 
~E FUNCTION OF A SPECIALIST SECTION OF THE RUC. THEREFORE THIS DIS
©SSION SHOULD BE STEERED AWAY FROM THIS TYPE OF ~SSUE. ANYTHING 

GARLAND MIGHT SAY ABOUT PERESONALITIES INVOLVING PARTICULARLY 
.•• 
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PAGE FOUR 

WOULD BE OF INTEREST UNQUOTE. THE GARLAND TRAILS ENDS THERE. 
WE HAVE NO OTHER PAPERS ON HIM NOR DO WE (OR  KNOW WHERE THE 
Ml SR WAS FILED. THE ARMY ARE NOW ATT§MyPTING TO LOCATE THIS DOCUMENT 

~P\~f(.t. .. 
9o WE DISCUSSED THE PROPOSED SGT INTERVIEW WITH 
ACOS G2 ( ). ALTHOUGH IS AWARE OF THE CASE ACOS 
~LT THAT ESTS WOULD BE BEST SERVED BY NOT SPEAKING TO HIM 
PRIVATELY BEFOREHAND. HE ASSESSED CASKEY AND TO BE WELL 
AWARE OF OUR INTERESTS IN THIS MATTER AND THOUGHT IT BEST TO LET 
MATTERS TAKE THEIR COURSE. 

10. HSB HAS ASKED ADCI, DCI REP KNOCK AND TO DISCUSS THE 
STATE OF PLAY AT 1000 20 JULY. WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE TO 
ATTEND:~ ·,~·~, . 

WILL THEREFORE REPRESENT HIS INTERESTS. 
= 

BT 
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search for information about.TARA as too 
sensitive to be handled by the Army, 

c. I said that C.Al'IEROJ:T was a senior officer of 
T1I5 l'fho had been seconded to HQ,J:IT to advise 
upon the conduct of Army intelligence 
operations. TERRY said that he personally 
had not previously been aware that he was 
anything other than a civil servant, 

·•. 

d. DCI ~s meeting with the Deputy Chief Constable 
of the RUC, 

e. my discussions with the Attorney General 
and the Director of Public Prosecutions ~IT 
in October at which I informed them of the 
action \'Te had taken and. had stressed that 
if there \vere problems of ..,.;hich lve were 
unaware we would wish to take part in 
discussions to resolve them, 

f. the· li·st of questions prepared by the RUC 
which they wished to put to CAMERON. These 
confirmed our fears that, if permitted, they 
would lead to an unacceptable identification 
of UK intelligence officers and their 
functions, 

g. meeting with the Chief Constable 
in November 1982 and his belief that HEm~ON 
would sort matters out on his return from 
the United States, 

h. DG' s meeting with HERi:10lT on 13 January at a 
FBI party at which HERNON said that HHITESIDE 

. had told him ti-ro days earlier that their 
enquiries were at an end, 

i. CASKEY's intervieiv 1-rith on 11 
January and his references to a Security Service 
cover up. I said that I understood that there 
had no'\'1 been a further interviei'l ivith 

at l'l'hich CASKEY had made similar remarks, 

J • the meeting 1>li th Sir Philip lvoodfield on 
20 January at which it had been agreed that 
Woodfield would attempt to arrange a meeting 

2. 

in London to be attended by B:ERr10N, IJURSA\r.l the 
Legal Secretary a.11d myself. At the same meeting 
11ith vJoodfield it bad been agreed that I should 
seek a meeting i'li th TERRY to see \'lhether there '\'laS 
any part which he cmlld take in the resolution 
of this matter and l'lhether he would be prepared 
to do so, 

I .. . 
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I do not know if the Director saw the full answers given by Mr Cameron. (See also 
Q1). However I am also asked in Question 7 for a view on what the Director was 
likely to have done. In that context I believe everyone, whether in the legal 
profession in Northern Ireland or otherwise, who knew him well would have regarded 
Sir Barry Shaw as a person who was very conscious of his responsibilities as a 
public prosecutor and who was meticulous and thorough in the conduct of his 
professional duties as the Director. Certainly that was my own experience of his 
approach to his work. If a document was available with the full answers I would be 
surprised if he accepted a gist of it or that he did not insist on seeing it in order to 
reach his decision in the case.  

 

8. Please describe Sir Barry Shaw's approach to note-taking and record-
keeping. Is it likely that he would have made a note of any conversations he 
might have had with the AG on this subject? Where would such a note, if one 
was made, have been placed?  

As indicated at Q7 the Director was meticulous and thorough in all aspects of his 
professional duties. I would have expected either that he saw and agreed a copy of 
the minute of the meeting which would have been taken by one of the AG’s officials 
in the normal course of events and held in the AG’s Office or he made his own 
attendance note after meeting the AG. I do not recall the Director’s personal 
arrangements for filing but I would have thought a file, at least for his own 
attendance notes, if any, of meetings with the AG, would have been maintained in 
his private office. 

 

9. Is it possible that Sir Barry Shaw personally drafted the direction of the 17th 
May 1983 in the light of any information he had obtained from Sir Bernard 
Sheldon (or anyone else) about Cameron's answers to the 30 questions? Can 
you recall if this was the case? If Sir Barry Shaw had had discussions or 
meetings with the AG, or Sir Bernard Sheldon or anyone else about this 
matters, would he have informed you of such discussions / meetings?  

I believe the Director drafted the direction of 17 May 1983 himself (see Q2 and Q4). 
It is possible that the Director drafted the direction in the light of information received 
about Mr Cameron’s answers but I cannot say whether or not that was the case in 
fact since I do not recall being informed about any such meetings or discussions with 
any of the above named persons.(See also Q1) 

 

10. Are you aware of any meetings or discussion between Sir Barry Shaw and 
the Chief Constable of the RUC, Sir John Hermon concerning Ian Cameron's 

KIN-4504



3.

and. to CASKET that morning. They only wished to have a 
statement from CAMERON confirming that he had received a 
report from GEMMEL and had taken no action on it. Such a 
statement would conclude their investigations. 1 said I 
found this difficult to understand. CAMERON was the 
recipient of mere gossip and in logic if they wished to 
take a statement from him they would also wish to take a 
statement from anyone else who may have heard the same 
gossip. The list of written questions for CAMERON which 
CASKEY had submitted to us in October showed that these 
fears were justified. These showed he had wished to 
interview CAMERON about the nature of his duties, whether 
notes of the conversation with GEMMEL were available and 
to whom the information had been passed and about the 
identity of his secretary. I said that we had recently had 
reports that CASKEY had conducted interviews of an Army^ 
Intelligence Officer and of an army officer in Germany in 
which he had referred to the Security Service cover up and 
had sought information about the identities of other staff. 
HERMON said that he thought this must_have happened before 
his agreement with BORN but when X said, that our information 
was that these interviews had.taken place on 11 and 12 
January he agreed that this was not so.

6. HERMON did not attempt to reconcile CASKET1s list of 
questions for CAMERON or his subsequent interviews with army 
personnel with his statement that they merely wanted a snort 
statement from CAMERON. He did say that they would need to 
tell the DPP that they had been unable to interview CAMERON 
and asked whether this was acceptable to us. I said that it 
was and assured him that I had already told tne DPP that ̂ thio 
was the position. He then agreed that they would proceed 
upon this basis and that their enquiry was now closed.

7. WOODFIELD reverted to the general problem of reconciling 
police enquiries with the need to protect HMG's intelligence 
interests. He asked that in future any problems which might 
arise should be elevated to a more senior level. He thought 
this was preferable to, for example, CASKEY pursuing his 
enquiries by other means. We all agreed that this was an 
acceptable way to behave.

8. There was some talk about the HOLROYD case and HERMON 
said that he thought similar problems would arise there. He 
said that they had serious allegations of crime to investigate 
and that they would do so. 1 said that we all accepted that 
the HOLROYD case was quite different to the KINCORA enquiry 
and that the police had a duty in relation to it. I said thab 
we had now received requests to interview members of the_ 
service one of whom,  had at all material times 
been a serving army officer. We did not know the_background 
to the requests to interview . I said that I 
hoped that the issues and the requirements would be explained 
to us. We had no reason to suppose that we had no contribution 
to make to the HOLROYD investigations but we had no desire
to be obstructive and without giving serious consideration 
to any proper request arising from it. HERMON said that he
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NOTE FOR FILE 

Copied to

a , 0n Tuesday 22 March I attended a meeting with the 
Attorney General and Mr Steel, his Legal Secret to
DP pCUh L thS lmt,1^0 Jtl0ns ° f a letter which Barry Shaw the 
DPP, had received from Philip Woodfield the PUS NIO
showed me a copy of the letter which I Aad aot p r e ^ u ^

ine?hen ietterUo f t23tJ'ah ly repf ated the Proposals contained 
n! f 3 February 1983 from Clive Whitmore to

Woodfield about the HOLROYD case and the procedures which 
MOD wished to apply to future RUC interviews T

thal^he might J e ^ a ^ T -  °eneral that Barry Shaw ias nervous e migfrt be dragged into matters which wprp not h-io

S H ? l i c e  “ L i " 11 “ at t M S  mlEht thIeI n t ^ i ? J Sof
Northern Ireland '11*  agreed that S lven ‘he history of 
should not ho ’ ,̂WaS iraP ° r'tan't that the office of DPP
should not be exposed to suggestions of lack of impartiality.

2 ’ The Attorney General asked me to remind him of the

a,

b.

That both the Ministry of Defence and the 
intelligence services had a duty to protect 
classified information (which also included 
the organisation of intelligence and 
intelligence operations) and that the 
intelligence services had the additional 
problem of protecting the identities of 
heir officers. The latter point produced 

procedural problems about the form of

i d S n t i t ^ P O ^ V ! 1? USS ° f Mr A etG to conceal identities) and the manner in which they were

didnn"itted^ °  the DPP t0 ensure that they did not needlessly fall into other hands.

w a ^ t h  thGSe inves'tigations there
was the additional problem that they were
being carried out by CID officers of the RUC
Knowledge of most aspects of intelligence
operations - particularly where they were
stric11v rnainSt/ rotestant activity - was 
R m  ?na ln0d t0 selected officers of the
There w a s ^ l  ranc^ ai?d to the Chief Constable, 
here was also material classified UK Eves A

where the classification meant that it should 
glYen to members of the RUC or the 

orthern Ireland civil servants.
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c. It appeared that in the course of the Kincora 
and HOLROYD investigations RUC officers had 
been given free access to members of the Army 
and that no guidance had been given to those 
interviewed or any procedure established by 
which the Army knew what had happened. This 
meant that no attempt had been made to balance 
the needs of the investigation with the equally 
important need to protect classified information.
As a result three members of the Security Service 
(Cameron, and  had been identi
fied as such to the RUC. There was also evidence 
that RUC officers had had access to classified 
information including some classified UK Eyes A.

do The procedure which had been suggested as a
result of meetings between Woodfield, Whitmore, 

, the DCI and myself were designed to 
allow proper consideration to be given to all 
the relevant factors. It was envisaged that 
problems should in the first instance be elevated 
to a more senior level within the police but 
that in some cases the DPP's advice might be 
needed on questions of the relevance of informa
tion which the RUC were seeking.

3. The Attorney General understood the problem and remarked 
that there might well be cases in which the public interest 
would preclude a prosecution. He acknowledged that it was for 
the Ministry of Defence or the Security Service as the case 
might be, to decide whether officers should give statements 
and that even if the DPP attached importance to acquiring 
certain information they might decide that they could not 
help* He said he would like to be assured that if the DPP 
was consulted and said that the evidence was of importance, 
serious consideration would always be given to his request.
I assured him that this would always be the position of the 
Security Service and that I had made this clear when I had 
discussed the Kincora case with him and Barry Shaw on 1 
October 1982  I said that I had little doubt that the 
Ministry of Defence would take the same attitude.

4. We also briefly discussed the distinction between the 
Kincora and the HOLROYD investigations. In the former there 
was no substantial suggestion that any member of the Security 
Service had been involved in any impropriety whereas in the 
latter HOLROYD had made allegations that the Army had been 
involved in criminal activities0 It was much easier to refuse 
to give a statement in the first type of case as there could 
be no credible suggestion of cover-up than in the second type 
when we could be made to appear to be obstructing necessary 
and proper police enquiries. We recognised that in the Kincora
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investigation there was the additional problem of a 
subsequent judicial enquiry. I said that we would want 
to keep these two issues quite separate. We would deal 
with the police and the DPP as one matter. If an enquiry 
took place we would expect to cooperate with the Treasury 
Solicitor if he was charged with the preparation of papers 
for it.

5. Philip Woodfield, Clive Whitmore, ,
Barry Shaw and I attended a conference with the Attorney 
General at the House of Commons at 1530 on Tuesday 29 March. 
Henry Steel was also present. The Attorney General obtained 
an assurance from Whitmore that if the DPP requested informa
tion, they would give serious consideration to his request at 
a high level. He again emphasised that the final decision on 
whether a statement should be given rested with the Ministry 
of Defence or the Security Service as the case might be. He 
also said that cases of difficulty could be discussed with 
him as was already a frequent occurrence with the Security 
Service. He implied that I might have a role to play on 
behalf of the Ministry of Defence.

6. Barry Shaw confirmed that these arrangements were 
acceptable to him. He made it clear that he wished to keep 
to his statutory responsibilities. He also emphasised that 
he could not give directions to the RUC about the conduct of 
their investigations but believed that the RUC would not 
persist in attempts to obtain information which he advised 
was unnecessary for the purposes of a prosecution under 
consideration by him. It was agreed that Henry Steel would 
draft a record of the meeting which would be circulated to 
Shaw, Woodfield, Whitmore and myself.

7. At the conclusion of the meeting I told Shaw that the 
RUC had been reluctant to explain their requirements with 
sufficient clarity and that persistence in this attitude
made it difficult for us to assist. I expressed the hope that 
in cases referred to him at least the requirement would be 
fully explained. The Attorney General separately told me that 
he would ask Barry to report all such cases so that he could 
ensure that the position was fully explained to me.

8. There was a brief discussion between Woodfield and the 
Attorney about the judicial enquiry into Kincora. The 
Attorney thought that a firm commitment had already been
given but Woodfield appeared to suggest that no enquiry might be 
necessary once the Terry report had been received. He also 
said that the Northern Ireland Chief Justice had refused 
to co-operate unless the enquiry was set up under the 1921 
Act and the Secretary of State doubted whether he would get 
approval for such an enquiry from the House of Commons. I 
was told that the arrangements for such an enquiry would 
probably be in the hands of the Northern Ireland Crown Solici
tor with the support of the Treasury Solicitor.

/. . .
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I said that we would wish to treat requirements on that 
enquiry as a separate matter from the RUC investigation, 
would of course seek to cooperate if it came about.

Bernard Sheldon

LA
30 March 1983
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1     So you've got three stages.

2         You have said the first stage, someone is

3     a homosexual, that wouldn't be reported.

4         If the information was, "He is a homosexual and he

5     is working in a boys' home", does that change the

6     position, or does the position not change until

7     presumably the third position, when it definitely does

8     change?

9 A.  I think, as we have said earlier, the number of slurs

10     and innuendos that were being spread around in this

11     field, Cameron would have been conscious that he didn't

12     just want to propagate slurs, and also, you know, in the

13     absence of anything concrete which suggested that abuse

14     was taking place, just the mere fact that someone who

15     happened to be a homosexual was working in a boys' home

16     I don't think would have met that criteria at all.

17 Q.  If we move that next step to the third section where the

18     information that was coming that day was, "This man is

19     a homosexual.  He is working in a boys' home and it is

20     being said to me that he is abusing boys in his care" --

21     now I appreciate that's not what Ian Cameron recollects

22     and we have looked at the documents from 1975 -- but if

23     that had been said, even in 1975, would that have met

24     the threshold that you would have expected then the

25     matter to be transferred through the channels so that
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1 Q.  So it was not an interest in homosexuality per se but

2

3

4

5

6

7

 its potential availability as a means of pressuring 

 an individual, whether, as we will see in the case of  

John McKeague, whether for the benefit of recruiting 

someone  potentially, but more so in terms of within 

the  organisations pressure being placed that would 

cause  breaches of national security?

8 A.  Yes, that is correct.  I mean, I would say SIS at that

9  time and -- would not use blackmail in that way, but our

10  concern would have been over other -- others using

11  blackmail on people who were homosexual.  So that's why

12  we would have had concern for that vulnerability.

13 Q.  In this section of your statement in paragraph 19, if

14  you can see it, Officer A -- if we just scroll down,

15  please, on the screen to paragraph 19 -- you explain and

16  are in a position to provide a series of documents to

17  the Inquiry that Brian Gemmell, then Captain Brian

18  Gemmell, gave to two of your officers on 15th

19  October 1976.  That's the position?

20 A.  Yes, that is right, yes.

21 Q.  The fact he appears to have done something he should not

22  have done in terms of giving your officers Army

23  documents -- whether the rights and wrongs of doing that

24  -- that has been of considerable assistance to the

25  Inquiry in that the Secret Intelligence Service were in
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27. On 17 February 1977, Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland responded by telegram to SIS 

London's question on whether the Tara recruitment campaign could be exploited by the IJS 
(Article 6). Paragraph 1B of their telegram indicates that Intelligence staff in Northern 
Ireland knew very little about Tara's recruiting campaign beyond knowing that one existed 
and were therefore not yet in a position to identify any opportunities for the IJS to exploit. 
However, they share MI5's view that Tara is a worthwhile target and that individuals had 
briefed to "find traces on this elusive organisation". 

 

 
Article 6 

 
28. On 30 May 1977, an MI5 officer wrote to SIS in London to request information on the 

subscriber of an international telephone number, who is believed to be a contact of William 
McGrath (Article 7). A name provided by the source of the information produced no trace in 
MI5 records. This is the final piece of material in the SIS record on Tara. 
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prostitution scandal with an "immensely distinguished public servant, now dead" (Articles 11 
& 12). In the second article, published on 29 January 1982, WAUGH was more specific and 
mentioned Sir Maurice Oldfield, a former Chief of SIS, by name. SIS has reviewed all the 
material it holds on its former Chief and has identified no material to indicate that Sir 
Maurice Oldfield had visited Northern Ireland during his SIS career or to associate him with 
the Kincora Boys’ Home, other than articles published in the media. Both the Sunday 
Telegraph articles have been made available to the HIA Inquiry.  

 
64. On 23 April 1987, in a written statement to the House of Commons, the Prime Minister 

Margaret Thatcher said that the Security Service (MI5) had conducted a lengthy and 
thorough investigation into Sir Maurice Oldfield's homosexual activity to examine whether 
there was any reason to suppose that national security may have been compromised. The 
conclusion was that, though Sir Maurice Oldfield’s conduct had been a potential risk to 
security, there was no evidence or reason to suggest that security had ever been 
compromised. I understand that MI5's statement to the HIA Inquiry provides details of the 
security investigations into Sir Maurice Oldfield carried out by investigating officers from 
that agency.  

 
65. On 12 February 2016, whilst reviewing MI5 material, the HIA Inquiry made SIS aware of a 

second hand account from 1983, which reported that a former member of SIS had told 
another individual that Sir Maurice Oldfield's removal from Northern Ireland related to 
events at Kincora. Searches conducted by SIS established that the former member of SIS 
who made the allegation had retired in April 1970, 13 years before the comment was made. 
Further searches conducted by SIS into the officer's allegation or the circumstances in which 
it was made found no material on the SIS record. It is my understanding that MI5 concluded 
that it was a senseless allegation. The officer concerned died in March 1985. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

66. This statement is a full and accurate disclosure of the SIS material deemed relevant by the 
HIA Inquiry. I have seen nothing to indicate any involvement on the part of SIS officers in 
abuse at the Kincora Boys’ Home, or in any attempts to cover it up. 
 

67. SIS does not exploit children or vulnerable adults for operational purposes, nor tolerate their 
abuse either by their staff, or those that work on their behalf or in their support including SIS 
agents. In dealing with cases of child abuse or exploitation, our guiding principle is, as is set 
out in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and in the Children Act, that the best 
interests of the child should always prevail. 

 

 
 
Signed   ____________________________________________________ 

    

SIS Officer A  
 
 

Date   _______________ 
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 Intelligence Service in terms of its operational remit 

 and what it was interested in and looking for?  I am  

leaving out of that the issue over John McKeague that we 

will come back to in terms of a potential compromise, but 

was homosexuality and investigating it or being involved  

with looking at it something that was of interest to The  

Secret Intelligence Service?

8 A.  That would have been.

9 Q.  We will, as I say, come back to look at the issue over

10  John McKeague.

11  When we come to mention Sir Maurice Oldfield at the

12  end of your evidence, it was -- homosexuality was a bar

13  to vetting up to much more recent times.  Was that

14  because it fell into the category of an issue over which

15  someone could have been susceptible to pressure in the

16  same way as financial problems or infidelity or matters

17  of that kind that might expose someone to pressure from

18  other individuals?

19 A.  Yes.  Our concern -- our concern would have been -- the

20  concern around that would have been that people who were

21  practising homosexuals at the time, at a time when it

22  was possibly illegal in some parts, or certainly not as

23  socially acceptable in other areas, might come under

24  pressure from hostile foreign intelligence services or

25  others seeking to undermine our national security.
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1 Q.  So it was not an interest in homosexuality per se but

2

3

4

5
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7

 its potential availability as a means of pressuring 

 an individual, whether, as we will see in the case of  

John McKeague, whether for the benefit of recruiting 

someone  potentially, but more so in terms of within 

the  organisations pressure being placed that would 

cause  breaches of national security?

8 A.  Yes, that is correct.  I mean, I would say SIS at that

9  time and -- would not use blackmail in that way, but our

10  concern would have been over other -- others using

11  blackmail on people who were homosexual.  So that's why

12  we would have had concern for that vulnerability.

13 Q.  In this section of your statement in paragraph 19, if

14  you can see it, Officer A -- if we just scroll down,

15  please, on the screen to paragraph 19 -- you explain and

16  are in a position to provide a series of documents to

17  the Inquiry that Brian Gemmell, then Captain Brian

18  Gemmell, gave to two of your officers on 15th

19  October 1976.  That's the position?

20 A.  Yes, that is right, yes.

21 Q.  The fact he appears to have done something he should not

22  have done in terms of giving your officers Army

23  documents -- whether the rights and wrongs of doing that

24  -- that has been of considerable assistance to the

25  Inquiry in that the Secret Intelligence Service were in
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38. As regards criminal immunity, there was a discus_sion in late 
October 1983 between the DPP (NI) and the then Under Secretary (Law 
and Order); the DPP on 1 November wrote to NIO to confirm that the 
Attorney-General would approve an immunity from prosecution for 
witnesses in the following terms: 

"Neither the evidence of any witness before the Inquiry, or any 
statement furnished by such witness for the purposes of the 
Inquiry, nor any document the witness is required to produce to 
the Inquiry, shall be used _against the witness in any 
subsequent criminal proceedings for an offence involving 
homosexual relations between male persons or attempting, aiding, 
or abetting, counselling or procuring, soliciting or inciting or 
conspiracy to commit any such offence or withholding information 
about any such offence." [Doc 17 on Sp(B) 291/360/0lC]. 

39. This assurance (naturally enough) did not cover prosecutions 
under the Official Secrets ·Act. 

Publication of Terry Report 

40. On 28 October 1983 the Chief Constable published the 
conclusions, recommendations, and "final comment" of Sir George 
Terry. The RUC press release [Doc 13 on SP(B}291/360/01C] noted that 
the Report, together with extensive supporting documents and 
exhibits (ie the Superintendent's reports} , had been put before the 
DPP (NI} for consideration. The DPP had directed no prosecution of 
any person on foot of the report. 

41. It was clear from public responses to the published part of 
Terry that there would ·indeed be a need for a further inquiry. At 
the Assembly debate on 9 November, whilst few members were 
prepared directly to challenge Sir George's conclusions, it was 

. --made ___ gui te-e lear -Fliaf -the'i'erry"1feport-was -regarded as -.. in many ways 
unsatisfactory"; and the demand for a full judicial inquiry was 
reiterated. 

42. Officials therefore pressed forward rapidly to tie up the 
remaining details. Final advice on the terms of reference and other 
detailed administrative matters was tendered on 16 November 1983 
[Doc 53 on SPB 291/360/0lC]. It remained to settle a Chairman. The 
front runners were Sir Hilary Talbot, recently retired from the _ 
Queen's Bench, and Judge Brown, the former Recorder of Belfast. Sir 
H Talbot, in the event, declined, as did Judge Brown. An approach 
was accordingly made to Judge Sumner, a former English circuit . 
judge; w~ilst a Scots Sheriff, J B W Christie, was held in -reserve. 
Judge Sumner duly refused; Sheriff Christie proved to be on holiday 
at the crucial time, and consideration focussed rapidly on the 
"next" name on the list, Judge Hughes. He at length, on 8 January 
1984, accepted the appointment. 
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Sir George Terry•s Report, just received. At a short meeting on 
12 July, [doc 53, same file] Sir Philip Woodfield concluded that a 
1921 Act Inquiry should be avoided if at all possible, 
notwithstanding that the Secretary of State had to some extent 
committe.d himself to this course of action at his 28 March meeting 
with the NI party leaders 

30. on 20 July 1983, fresh advice was accordingly submitted to the 
Secretary of State [doc 55 on Sp(B) 291/360/0lB]. This discussed 
the prospects for a 1921 Inquiry; a non-statutory inquiry without 
formal powers; and a H&PSS (NI} Order 1972 Inquiry. The 
considerations which weighed against a 1921 Act inquiry were set out 
as: 

i. The principles recommended by the Salmon Commission 
(Royal Commission on Tribunals of Inquiry) of 1966 
against light or idle use of a l9il Act Inquiry; 

ii. the irisubstantial nature of the· allegations circulating 
in Northern Ireland; 

iii. cost - upwards of £2 million was anticipated for a 1921 
Act inquiry; 

i~, the possibility that witnesses with relevant experience 
would come forward to disclose information about the 
working of the security forces, and in particular about 
the intelligence services. Two particular former public 
servants were referred to. One was serving a prison 
sentence for a manslaughter charge. The other was 
described as "a born again christian who served in 
military intelligence - whose evidence could reveal 
(unless special arrangements were made) the structure and 
a6tivities of the intelligence services without 

-·dfsclosing · anytnfng Trnproper-aoouT Ufe -conouct -of 
members." · 

31. The submission went on to suggest that: 

"One possible way forward after the Terry conclusions are 
published would be to concentrate on the child-care aspects 
alone, on the grounds that the Terry report had rebutted the 
wilder allegations." 

32. In a subsequent discussion with Sir Philip Woodfield on 26 July, 
Mr Prior hoped that, whilst much would depend on public reaction to 
publication of the Terry Report, it would be possible to resist 
establishing an inquiry under the 1921 Act. He was "attracted" to 
the alternative suggestion of an Inquiry under the 1972 Order, with 
a Northern Ireland High Court Judge. 
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The reaction of officials to the Report was one of disappointment . 
. As PUS put it to Mr Prior: "the document as a whole is a slightly 
disappointing one - a view which the Chief Constable prrvately 
shares. It is written in parts in peculiar English, which could be 
mocked by sophisticated commentators, there is a tendency to homily 
and some passages about the child care service need to be looked at 
carefully if they are to be ~ublished" [doc 49, same file]. · 

21. Other officials rejected the presentation of the Report as 
"remarkably inept" and it was even p~oposed "to try to release a 
Principal ..•... give him the three reports, and ask him to produce 
in condensed publishable version which can be offered to Sir George 
a~ a draft" - although this suggestion was not acted upon. [doc 51, 
same file]. 

Preparations for a further Inguiry 

22. While Sir George Terry's report had been in preparation (indeed 
since February 1982) NIO and DHSS (NI) had been considering the form 

- of the eventual further inquiry. At desk level, officials were 
already inclined to favour a new -inquiry under Article 54 of the 
H&PSS (NI) Order, similar to the one disbanded in February 1982. It 
was noted that, in the eyes of Lord Salmon's 1966 Royal Commission 
of Tribunals of Inquiry, use of the 1921 Act should be limited to 
"matters of vital public ' importance concerning which there is 
something of a nationwide crisis of confidence". A debate in 
Parliament would be required to set up a tribunal; it would be a . 
lengthy affair, and very costly; a general immunity from prosecution 
for witnesses would normally be considered necessary; the public 
hearings of a tribunal would attract media coverage, and perhaps 
provide a platform for those anxious to make political mileage or 

- sa-t-i-s-f-y- pe-I;-SG-n-a-1----g-r-Ud-ges. An Article 54 Inquiry was seen as 
speedier, and less likely to become a media circus. [Doc 37 on 
Sp(B) 291/360/0lA]. These considerations were reflected in advice 

- put- to s-i-r -'Pnill'p-- wo-o-dfi-eld- orc l:S--March -tdoc:---s2- on-·s-am·e-- £1-lel-; --This 
advice noted also that whilst a H&PSS Order Inquiry would have 
powers of subpoena only in respect of persons in Northern Ireland, a 
1921 Act Inquiry would have powers extending throughout the United 
Kingdom -(a point which later became of significance to the attempts 
of the Hughes Inquiry to interview Wallace). It added that some- form 
of criminal immunity would be appropriate for witnesses giving 
evidence to ~ inquiry whether under the 1972 Order or the 1921 
Act. Immunity from civil proceedings, on the other hand, would be 
much more difficult to arrange. 

23. This advice was considered at a meeting held by PUS on 30 March 
1982. It was · noted that there w~s a choice between a 1921 Act 
Inquiry and one. held under the H&PSS (NI) Order. The former was 
open to objection on the grounds that the issues at stake did not 
warrant such a procedure, and that it was doubtful whether matters 
to be investigated were of "urgent public importance" as required by 
the Act. There was also a history of unsatisfactory inquiries under 
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The reaction of officials to the Report was one of disappointment . 
. As PUS put it to Mr Prior: "the document as a whole is a slightly 
disappointing one - a view which the Chief Constable prrvately 
shares. It is written in parts in peculiar English, which could be 
mocked by sophisticated commentators, there is a tendency to homily 
and some passages about the child care service need to be looked at 
carefully if they are to be ~ublished" [doc 49, same file]. · 

21. Other officials rejected the presentation of the Report as 
"remarkably inept" and it was even p~oposed "to try to release a 
Principal ..•... give him the three reports, and ask him to produce 
in condensed publishable version which can be offered to Sir George 
a~ a draft" - although this suggestion was not acted upon. [doc 51, 
same file]. 

Preparations for a further Inguiry 

22. While Sir George Terry's report had been in preparation (indeed 
since February 1982) NIO and DHSS (NI) had been considering the form 

- of the eventual further inquiry. At desk level, officials were 
already inclined to favour a new -inquiry under Article 54 of the 
H&PSS (NI) Order, similar to the one disbanded in February 1982. It 
was noted that, in the eyes of Lord Salmon's 1966 Royal Commission 
of Tribunals of Inquiry, use of the 1921 Act should be limited to 
"matters of vital public ' importance concerning which there is 
something of a nationwide crisis of confidence". A debate in 
Parliament would be required to set up a tribunal; it would be a . 
lengthy affair, and very costly; a general immunity from prosecution 
for witnesses would normally be considered necessary; the public 
hearings of a tribunal would attract media coverage, and perhaps 
provide a platform for those anxious to make political mileage or 

- sa-t-i-s-f-y- pe-I;-SG-n-a-1----g-r-Ud-ges. An Article 54 Inquiry was seen as 
speedier, and less likely to become a media circus. [Doc 37 on 
Sp(B) 291/360/0lA]. These considerations were reflected in advice 

- put- to s-i-r -'Pnill'p-- wo-o-dfi-eld- orc l:S--March -tdoc:---s2- on-·s-am·e-- £1-lel-; --This 
advice noted also that whilst a H&PSS Order Inquiry would have 
powers of subpoena only in respect of persons in Northern Ireland, a 
1921 Act Inquiry would have powers extending throughout the United 
Kingdom -(a point which later became of significance to the attempts 
of the Hughes Inquiry to interview Wallace). It added that some- form 
of criminal immunity would be appropriate for witnesses giving 
evidence to ~ inquiry whether under the 1972 Order or the 1921 
Act. Immunity from civil proceedings, on the other hand, would be 
much more difficult to arrange. 

23. This advice was considered at a meeting held by PUS on 30 March 
1982. It was · noted that there w~s a choice between a 1921 Act 
Inquiry and one. held under the H&PSS (NI) Order. The former was 
open to objection on the grounds that the issues at stake did not 
warrant such a procedure, and that it was doubtful whether matters 
to be investigated were of "urgent public importance" as required by 
the Act. There was also a history of unsatisfactory inquiries under 
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S E C R E T AND P E R S 0 N A L 

the 1921 Act. On the other hand, public expectations had been 
aroused; and the wider powers of subpoena of the Act gave it an 
advantage over the 1972 Order. It was agreed that, in the absence 
of powerful arguments to the contrary, a 1921 Act inquiry would be 
required. [doc 59 on Sp (B) 291/360/0lA]. Here, for a time, 
consideration rested. 

Assembly Debate 

24. The Northern Ireland Assembly had shown great interest in the 
Kincora affair, reflecting its prominence in the media in Northern 

· Ireland. On 22 March 1982 the Assembly debated the matter; and the 
following day _the leaders of the parties represented in the Assembly 
(Mr Molyneaux, UUP, Dr Paisley, DUP, and Mr Napier, Alliance,) 
sought a meeting with the Secret~ry of State to discuss it. The 
brief for the meeting submitted by the then Under Secretary (Law and 
Orqer) [doc 13 on Sp(B) 291/360/0lB] contained the followin~ passage: 

"Assembly me111bers, prompted by the press, have been especially 
suspicious of military intelligence activities in the 1970's. 
While we should avoid any discussion of that, the Secretary of 
State should know that Army intelligence records of that time do 
not contain any evidence relating to criminal activities on the 
part of any individual at Kincora or involving juveniles 
elsewhere. They do contain information showing that -William 
McGrath was a homosexual, that he was working at boys' home (not 
named) that he had connections with prominent Loyalists and that 
he may have used homosexuality as a lever for purposes of 
influence. Army personnel involved in intelligence work related 
to the illegal activities of Loyalist paramilitary groups were 
told at the time that there was no interest in investigating 
deviant sexual activities or religious aspects of those 
organisations or their members." 

-- - 25-.--The -meeting of- £he ~party- Teaders-·was "dulY ne-ld on 2'8 March [doc 
14, same file]. They pressed Mr Prior for a 1921 Act inquiry with 
wide terms of reference, as soon as possible. He, in response, 
undertook to discuss the possibility of such- an inquiry with his 
colleagues. -

The 1980 Parliamentary Answer 

26. At the same time, officials were · engaged in tidying up the 
matter of a misleading parliamentary answer in 1980. The then 
Minister of State, Northern Ireland Office, had told Mr Peter 
Robinson MP in a written answer on 27 February 1980 that the police 
only became aware of allegations of child prostitution (at Kincora) 
on 22 January 1980. Mr Robinson then asked a further question about 
the first date of police investigations of homosexuality (at 
Kincora). The reply to this latter question, which issued on 
13 March 1980, stated that "since the police had received no 
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allegations of any homosexual practices at an earlier date, their 
investigations began, as 1 said in my answer on 27 February, after 
they first became aware of allegations of child prostitution (at 
Kincora) on 24 January". 

27. By 1982, it was clear, in fact, that policemen had been aware 
of suggestions of homosexuality several years before the date stated 
in the reply of 13 March 1980, and that at least one policeman was 
aware of specific allegations. It seemed li~ely that there had 
been confusion during telephone conversations in 1980 over the 

. precise te~ms used (child. prostitutio~/homosexuality; offences at 
Kincora/offences elsewhere; firm allegations/vague intelligence). 
The DUP was well aware of the misleading nature of the second reply 
(indeed had mentioned it to the Secretary of State on 28 Mar-ch and 
earlier). On 1 April 1982, officials submitted advice [doc 60 on 
Sp(B) 291/360/0lA] which canvassed, but rejected, the possibility of 
writing to Mr Robinson to correct the reply of 13 March 1980. The 
Secretary of State subsequently endorsed this advice; and the matter 
was laid to rest. 

The decision to proceed with a H&PSS Order Inquiry. 

28 . Consideration of the kind ·of enquiry which might follow Terry 
had· been left following the meeting on 30 March 1982 (para 
above) . The reins were taken up again in March/April 1983, as the 
Terry Report neared conclusion. A tentative draft of a submission, 
prepared on the assumption that a 1921 Act Tribunal would be 
required, was circulated on 11 April [doc 28 on Sp(B) 
291/360/0lB]. This draft was considered further at a meeting of 
officials on 28 April 1983, which concluded that: 

"It was likely that the extent of concern i~ the Province would 
mean that only the institution of such a wide ranging and 

____ pow~_!::! ULJ.!lquiry~~-_!:_1)_~___!_~~~ Ac~_l_l)~!l !~Y] ~~_uld_ t:e_~re~ ~~~ _a 
sufficient response by Government". · · 

29. This proposition (and certain of the detailed arrangements 
related to it), were discussed with Home Office Legal Advisers on 6 
May 1983. On 30 June 1983, however, the picture began to shift. 
[Doc 48 on Sp(B) 291/360/0lB]. Officials had discussed the 
possibility of a 1921 Act Inquiry with the Security Service, who 
were concerned about the likely intrusion of the proposed inquiry 
into intelligence matters, should the terms of reference be as wide 
as those which NIO had in mind. At least two possible witnesses 
could come forward with evideric~ which might, perhaps gratuitously, 
reveal information about the structuie and range of activities of 
the intelligence services at the time in question. At the same 
time, the Chief Constable was expressing his view very strongly 
against any public inquiry with terms of reference which permit "all 
the rumours to be aired yet again" [doc 49, same file]. Officials 
were mindful also of the injunction against further inquiries in 
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Sir George Terry•s Report, just received. At a short meeting on 
12 July, [doc 53, same file] Sir Philip Woodfield concluded that a 
1921 Act Inquiry should be avoided if at all possible, 
notwithstanding that the Secretary of State had to some extent 
committe.d himself to this course of action at his 28 March meeting 
with the NI party leaders 

30. on 20 July 1983, fresh advice was accordingly submitted to the 
Secretary of State [doc 55 on Sp(B) 291/360/0lB]. This discussed 
the prospects for a 1921 Inquiry; a non-statutory inquiry without 
formal powers; and a H&PSS (NI} Order 1972 Inquiry. The 
considerations which weighed against a 1921 Act inquiry were set out 
as: 

i. The principles recommended by the Salmon Commission 
(Royal Commission on Tribunals of Inquiry) of 1966 
against light or idle use of a l9il Act Inquiry; 

ii. the irisubstantial nature of the· allegations circulating 
in Northern Ireland; 

iii. cost - upwards of £2 million was anticipated for a 1921 
Act inquiry; 

i~, the possibility that witnesses with relevant experience 
would come forward to disclose information about the 
working of the security forces, and in particular about 
the intelligence services. Two particular former public 
servants were referred to. One was serving a prison 
sentence for a manslaughter charge. The other was 
described as "a born again christian who served in 
military intelligence - whose evidence could reveal 
(unless special arrangements were made) the structure and 
a6tivities of the intelligence services without 

-·dfsclosing · anytnfng Trnproper-aoouT Ufe -conouct -of 
members." · 

31. The submission went on to suggest that: 

"One possible way forward after the Terry conclusions are 
published would be to concentrate on the child-care aspects 
alone, on the grounds that the Terry report had rebutted the 
wilder allegations." 

32. In a subsequent discussion with Sir Philip Woodfield on 26 July, 
Mr Prior hoped that, whilst much would depend on public reaction to 
publication of the Terry Report, it would be possible to resist 
establishing an inquiry under the 1921 Act. He was "attracted" to 
the alternative suggestion of an Inquiry under the 1972 Order, with 
a Northern Ireland High Court Judge. 
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1     manuscript notes on a piece of casework that was

2     unconnected with Kincora or child abuse.

3         Those three files -- you are right -- we were passed

4     them to examine the contents some time by Rucker in

5     about 1989.  We still had them in our possession as late

6     as 18th June 1990, but I am afraid we have got no record

7     of what happened to them subsequently, and all of the

8     logs or files being passed in and out of those buildings

9     have long since been destroyed.  So we can't say with

10     any certainty at all what happened to them.  We might

11     have passed them back to the MoD, but they have got no

12     record of them.  They might have been destroyed for one

13     reason or another, but we've got no record of that

14     either, I am afraid.

15 Q.  If you are right and they are post 1980 files, the

16     Inquiry is aware from the police investigation of

17     a major in the Army looking at the -- if I can call them

18     the actual Tara files that were held in HQNI, because he

19     was able to produce various documents from them to the

20     police, and we have at least those documents available,

21     but whatever was in the files that was available to

22     Rucker and to the Security Service in '89 and '90, all

23     that we can say about them is what's in the Rucker

24     analysis and The Security Service analysis in respect of

25     those files?
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1     not a field officer, and therefore that meant it would

2     really be a very exceptional thing for you to ever meet

3     a source, as it were, on the ground.  Your job was to

4     receive reporting from field officers and to make

5     assessments about that with your colleagues and to

6     disseminate that information as you considered was

7     appropriate for the work you were doing?

8 A.  Yes.

9 Q.  You explain to the Panel in paragraph 6 of your

10     statement, that in terms of -- we talk about

11     the word "source", but you explain that a source could

12     be a wide category of individual from an actual agent

13     who was being handled by the brigade Intelligence

14     officer to a conversation taking place in a pub that has

15     been overheard by an individual who didn't realise they

16     were being overheard?

17 A.  Not entirely.  It could have been a conversation or from

18     a soldier on a patrol speaking to someone over, say,

19     a garden fence as you walk around or indeed in a pub,

20     and then when he got back to base he might think that

21     was of interest and report it as that.  So that's

22     a source in the loose term of the word, but not

23     otherwise.

24 Q.  What you are saying is there needs to be

25     an understanding that if information was received it

Major C
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1     didn't regard it as a secret organisation.  Tara may

2     have thought they were a secret organisation, but to us

3     they were just an organisation, but the rest of what you

4     said is correct, yes.

5 Q.  In paragraph 5 of the document of July '74, --

6     if we just scroll down a little bit in the chamber,

7     please -- other than this very little is known about

8     Tara.  You then set out what is known about the various

9     individuals.  So at this stage in July '74 you have had

10     access to something that suggested William McGrath was

11     reputed to be a homosexual and that's at 5A in the

12     document.  I was asking you would that have had any

13     particular significance for the Army, what someone's

14     sexuality was, and you were saying to me that it really

15     wouldn't have been of material importance.  It's a piece

16     of information like another piece of information about

17     someone, but it was not something that would have been

18     of great import to you in your work?

19 A.  That is correct.

20 Q.  You explain in your statement that as part of us

21     discussing these matters, you have been shown the

22     document which is at exhibit 2 of your statement, which

23     is the document headed "Tara".  If we can look at 2515

24     in the chamber, please, this is the document,

25     where you have written the word "section" across the top

Major C

Major C
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1     didn't regard it as a secret organisation.  Tara may

2     have thought they were a secret organisation, but to us

3     they were just an organisation, but the rest of what you

4     said is correct, yes.

5 Q.  In paragraph 5 of the document of July '74, --

6     if we just scroll down a little bit in the chamber,

7     please -- other than this very little is known about

8     Tara.  You then set out what is known about the various

9     individuals.  So at this stage in July '74 you have had

10     access to something that suggested William McGrath was

11     reputed to be a homosexual and that's at 5A in the

12     document.  I was asking you would that have had any

13     particular significance for the Army, what someone's

14     sexuality was, and you were saying to me that it really

15     wouldn't have been of material importance.  It's a piece

16     of information like another piece of information about

17     someone, but it was not something that would have been

18     of great import to you in your work?

19 A.  That is correct.

20 Q.  You explain in your statement that as part of us

21     discussing these matters, you have been shown the

22     document which is at exhibit 2 of your statement, which

23     is the document headed "Tara".  If we can look at 2515

24     in the chamber, please, this is the document,

25     where you have written the word "section" across the top

Major C

Major C
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1     of times for various reasons, but it refers to McGrath's

2     homosexual activities and keeping people in his

3     organisation ensnared in it under the threat of

4     revealing homosexual activity which he had initiated?

5 A.  Where -- sorry, where are you pointing to now?

6 Q.  On the bottom of the first page, of the

7     document?

8 A.  Yes, yes.

9 Q.  There's a section:

10         "Other information that has come to light ..."

11 A.  Yes.

12 Q.  So the document you get from Colin Wallace says he is

13     said to be a homosexual.  He is said to utilise that to

14     keep his members ensnared by threatening to reveal their

15     activities.  Am I right in saying that whether or not he

16     did that within his organisation again wouldn't have

17     been something of any great interest to you in your

18     role?

19 A.  You are correct in saying that.  I wouldn't have asked

20     Colin Wallace for any background detail on that,

21     I suspect, because it wasn't of interest.  I was taking

22     this document as a bit of information on Tara without

23     actually going into the detail of it with Colin Wallace.

24 Q.  You explain in paragraph 15 of your statement,

25     on page 3 of it that the geography of HQNI, as it were,

Major C

Major C
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1 A.  Yes.  I wouldn't have assumed this chap was

2     a straightforward person and therefore I used this word

3     "devious".  Yes, I agree with you.

4 Q.  But you know you had never met him and you were making

5     a personal assessment, but I am right in saying you are

6     doing your best today to look back at the material and

7     try and think what it's likely you would have thought,

8     but you don't yourself remember what you were thinking

9     40 years ago when you were writing this.  You just know

10     that you didn't meet him?

11 A.  Yes.  Alas, you are right in that.  I don't remember and

12     I know I didn't meet him or ever intended meeting him.

13     That's a pure paper assessment.

14

15 Q.  And you have explained the same thing.  Police

16     statements tend to be in starker form, but you have

17     explained that fact to the police in 1982 or '83,

18     whenever they came to Germany to speak to you?

19 A.  Yes.  Yes.

20 Q.  You were shown exhibit 6 then, which was Major

21     Halford-MacLeod's letter in January 1976.  You by that

22     stage had left Northern Ireland, left your post with

23     G Intelligence, and didn't have access to that document,

24     but you are aware towards the end of the discussions

25     that we had, and now you have addressed it in your
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Hiss SHA\v has a grievance to set tie with HcGRATH, whom she dislikes intently for 

moral reasons. To this end she is prepared to pass information and hopefully 

TA~, to Cons 

Cons for his ·part is prepared to pass on this information to the military 

throur,h Sgt and Cpl It is doubtful if will ob,iect, to passing 

infornation direct to HQNI providing a sui table hr-mdler is found ~s adamant 

however, that he does not want the RUC or SB involved. 

A r. present the following background is known on mss SHAv/ : 

Sh~ is.a deeply religious person, a member of the Barbican Mission for the .Jews,· 

and r,i:=merally involved with mission,ary work. She is a spinster and em11loyed as PA 

to the Rev Ian PAISLEY. 
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